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A B S T R A C T

Demand-side management solutions reward flexible customers for achieving desired goals. However, under
price-based demand-response programs, uncoordinated load shifting among many customers may lead to
rebound peaks, thus incurring financial costs on the energy service provider (ESP). This study addresses
this issue from both the ESP (utility company) and customer’s perspectives in a two-step approach. First,
each customer solves a local multi-objective load scheduling problem. Thereafter, the ESP solves a system-
wide demand profile optimization problem. More precisely, we formulate in the first step a multi-objective
optimization model to minimize consumption costs and load schedule discomfort while considering multiple
energy sources and customer preferences. In the second step, we design an approach that combines Pareto-
optimal solutions from all customers and minimizes their aggregate demand profile’s peak-to-average ratio
(PAR). Experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the equivalent single-objective
optimization models, and it can reduce the PAR metric by up to 11%. In other words, the proposed approach
successfully improves the ESP’s system-wide demand profile aggregation while reducing customers’ expenses
and discomfort.
1. Introduction

The concept of smart grids introduces the idea of modern elec-
tric power systems equipped with information and communication
technologies (Zhao et al., 2018). Smart grids have been increasingly
important for power system management since the technology be-
hind smart grid-based solutions addresses several challenges in the
field (Nižetić et al., 2019). For example, the idea of managing the
energy demands of end-customers, also known as demand-side man-
agement (DSM), has been instrumental in recent studies to address the
issue of balancing energy supply and demand (Lu et al., 2018). It is the
advanced metering infrastructure of smart grids that makes this concept
possible. It has been suggested that, for example, DSM can greatly
reduce energy consumption in manufacturing and energy-intensive in-
dustries (Ma et al., 2020), reduce harmful gas emissions (Capone et al.,
2021), and smooth energy demand from electric vehicles (Valogianni
et al., 2020).
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Although DSM systems offer promising features, their effective use
to modernize the power system infrastructure is still challenging (Al-
gieri et al., 2020). For instance, DSM systems cannot ignore the increas-
ing popularity of distributed energy resources (DERs) and their impact
on energy generation. Additionally, supporting DSM in the residential
sector can be challenging due to the less flexible preferences and con-
sumption patterns of consumers and prosumers (Hirsch et al., 2018).
For this reason, energy service providers (utility companies) offer de-
mand response (DR) programs as a way of incentivizing end-customers
to achieve a variety of goals, such as reducing peak demands (Kirkerud
et al., 2021).

A typical issue for DR solutions is to ensure an appropriate balance
between the utility company’s and customer’s interests (Amer et al.,
2021). For example, while end-customers are often motivated to join
a DR program to reduce their energy-related expenses, the energy
service provider (ESP) is ultimately interested in reducing operational
costs, mainly by matching energy supply with the demand (Esther
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Nomenclature and Abbreviations

Indices and Sets

𝑘,  Index and set of end-customers.
𝑎,  Index and set of electrical components.
𝑡,  Index and set of equal-length time steps.
𝑤, 𝑎 Index and set of time windows for the 𝑎-th

electrical component.

Decision Variables

𝑴 Binary demand-schedule matrix for the
main energy grid.

𝑹 Binary demand-schedule matrix for the
renewable energy source.

𝑺 Binary demand-schedule matrix for the
energy storage system.

Parameters

𝛥𝑡 Length of the time steps (h) in the planning
horizon.

𝑃𝑎 Rated power consumption (kW) for the 𝑎-th
electrical component.

𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑡 Output power (kW) of renewable energy

source at the 𝑡-th time step.
𝛼𝑎,𝑤, 𝜔𝑎,𝑤 Start- and end-time steps for the 𝑎-th

electrical component’s 𝑤-th time window.
𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎,𝑤 , 𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎,𝑤 Base and maximum curtailable amount of

time steps demanded by the 𝑎-th electrical
component within the 𝑤-th time window.

𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎,𝑤 , 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤 Deferrable and interruptible binary states
of 𝑎-th electrical component within 𝑤-th
time window.

𝜏𝑡, 𝜏𝑡 Energy purchase and sale tariffs at the 𝑡-th
time step.

𝛾𝑎,𝑤 Inflexibility weight for the 𝑎-th electrical
component within the 𝑤-th time window.

𝑩 Binary demand-schedule matrix represent-
ing the baseline or most comfortable sched-
ule.

Acronyms

ACS Ant colony system
DER Distributed energy resource
DR Demand response
DSM Demand-side management
EMC Energy management controller
ESP Energy service provider
ESS Energy storage system
GA Genetic algorithm
GRASP Greedy randomized adaptive search proce-

dure
NSGA-II Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
PAR Peak-to-average ratio
PSO Particle swarm optimization
RES Renewable energy source

and Kumar, 2016). However, when DSM systems heavily prioritize the

utility company, the DR program may become unappealing to end-

customers. Alternatively, if the system overlooks the utility company’s
2

goals, the DR effort may become unsustainable. This issue is especially
relevant for DSM systems operating under price-based DR programs
since customer loads tend to shift away from higher-priced peak pe-
riods towards lower-priced off-peak periods, which may cause rebound
peaks (Li et al., 2012).

This study approaches the demand-side management problem under
price-based demand response programs in two steps. First, each end-
customer solves the load optimization problem for their home by
considering multiple objectives, energy sources, and personal prefer-
ences. Next, each customer deliberately reports a subset of the optimal
solutions for the previous problem to the ESP in the form of demand
profiles. In the second step, the ESP solves a system-wide optimization
problem by appropriately combining the customers’ reported solutions
(profiles), which results in a single best solution for each household.

The main innovation of the proposed approach lies in exploiting
the variability of the demand profiles derived from the non-dominated
load schedules of end-customers. Under the assumption that Pareto-
optimal solutions exhibit meaningfully distinct demand profiles, this
study investigates whether prosumers willing to be more flexible with
their consumption patterns can help the ESP balance the system-wide
demand profile. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to propose a DR optimization methodology that enables utility compa-
nies to coordinate multiple customers and minimize demand rebound
peaks while allowing customers to optimize multiple individual goals,
manage their distributed energy sources, and express their preferences
in terms of load usage within specific time windows and flexibility
constraints (deferral, interruptions and curtailment). In other words, we
align the interests of customers and utilities. Experimental results show
that our models generate feasible solutions. Furthermore, our approach
is also effective in that it generates solutions that are more desirable
than the solutions generated by simpler models. As a consequence, we
strongly believe our solution is suited to be implemented and deployed
in practice. To summarize, our main contributions in this work are:

• The development of a multi-source energy management system
for end-customers that minimizes energy expenses and the dis-
comfort associated with shifting, interrupting, and curtailing the
operation of loads;

• The modeling of end-customer preferences that allows for a set
of independent scheduling windows within the planning horizon
for a given electrical component that considers multiple load
flexibility constraints;

• The design of a multi-criteria decision-making strategy that com-
bines multi-objective solutions to determine which combination is
more beneficial to the ESP and customers based on the aggregate
demand profile.

Besides this introductory section, the rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the related research and
research gaps. The proposed methodology, architecture, and optimiza-
tion models are introduced in Section 3. Our experiments and results
are presented in Section 4, followed by our final considerations in
Section 5.

2. Literature review

Energy management systems for DR programs have been thoroughly
researched in the literature, where early studies mainly focused on
minimizing consumer expenses (Paterakis et al., 2017). For exam-
ple, Conejo et al. (2010) formulate a DR solution as a linear program-
ming problem to maximize the end-customer’s utility while considering
the uncertainty of future demands and energy tariffs. This type of model
considers demand as a continuous, flexible variable. More recent stud-
ies focusing on the residential sector relies on optimization models that
incorporate constraints targeting specific household appliances (Strbac,

2008).
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Fig. 1. Overview of the architecture of the studied system.
With the modeling of household appliances come new constraints
regarding consumer preferences and the concept of inconvenience asso-
ciated with a given load schedule. For example, Setlhaolo et al. (2014)
present a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model to minimize a
customer’s expenses and inconvenience from load shifts. In the research
by Lin and Hu (2018), their system automates the configuration of
home appliances with a method based on energy disaggregation and
historical data to find the optimal load schedule, cost, and comfort
for a given customer. Amer et al. (2021) introduce the concept of
transformer loss-of-life that reflect degradation costs as part of a home
energy management system to benefit both customers and the ESP.
The main limitations of their approach lies in the model’s flexibility,
which does not consider multiple scheduling windows for a given load,
and the simple categorization of flexible loads into either shiftable or
controllable.

Additionally, the three aforementioned studies have abstracted
the multi-objective optimization aspect through the use of aggrega-
tion techniques such as weighted sums. A similar approach is sug-
gested by Barja-Martinez et al. (2021) to combine price-based with
environmentally-based DR programs. However, several studies have
raised the limitations of aggregation techniques for solving multi-
objective nonlinear problems (Jakob and Blume, 2014) that hinder
their ability to find Pareto-optimal solutions in comparison with evolu-
tionary techniques (Shukla and Deb, 2007).

Another aspect investigated by DSM studies is the minimization
of the demand’s peak-to-average ratio (PAR) in an effort to prevent
rebound peaks. For example, Safdarian et al. (2016) propose a decen-
tralized approach to coordinate end-customer load scheduling efforts
in order to improve their system-wide demand profile. Although their
solution guarantees minimal energy expenses for all customers, the
coordination method between customers and utility requires repeated
executions and message exchanges to converge towards a solution.
Latifi et al. (2020) propose a distributed DSM framework to reduce
customer expenses, preserve utility, and improve the system-wide PAR.
The underlying approach is based on adaptive network properties, and
it preserves customer privacy by minimizing information exchange.
However, the multi-objective optimization problem is reduced to a
single-objective problem via a weighted sum approach, which might
result in sub-optimal solutions. Moreover, unlike our solution, the
model proposed by Latifi et al. (2020) does not consider multiple
energy sources or the multi-source energy management of modern
microgrids (Al-Shetwi et al., 2020).

Modern DSM models tend to differ in three key aspects: (i) the abil-
ity to manage multiple energy sources; (ii) the optimization approach
3

used to handle multiple conflicting objectives; and (iii) the method
to address the multi-criteria decision-making problem of selecting one
solution from a set of non-dominated candidates. For example, Khan
et al. (2019) propose a day-ahead and real-time DSM approach for
residential load scheduling to minimize the distance to an ideal load
curve, appliance usage waiting time, and energy consumption cost. The
authors employ two nature-inspired metaheuristic techniques to find a
Pareto set of suitable solutions, plus an additional step to randomly
select a suitable multi-criteria solution. Despite their concern when
choosing a multi-objective solution, the authors do not consider multi-
ple energy sources in their formulation, unlike our model formulation.
The research work by Jafari et al. (2020) and Zeng et al. (2021) do
consider multiple energy sources when formulating a price-based DR
scheme. Moreover, similar to our work, Zeng et al. (2021) consider
cost reduction and customer preferences in their model. However, nei-
ther Jafari et al. (2020) nor Zeng et al. (2021) considers grid stability,
i.e., how to avoid demand peaks and peak rebounds, an issue we pay
close attention to.

Veras et al. (2018) propose a multi-objective DSM model and al-
gorithm to schedule the operation of home appliances by minimizing
consumption expenses and consumer inconvenience. A robust model is
proposed by Silva et al. (2020) that considers multiple energy sources,
schedule interference, and more than two objectives. However, these
solutions do not address rebound peaks and are not concerned with
determining which of the multiple Pareto-set solutions should be fol-
lowed in practice by the end-customer. A strategy that does consider
these aspects is presented by Almeida et al. (2020). However, the model
in question does not allow for multiple alternative energy sources
such as renewable generation or energy storage systems. A different
solution proposed by Chiu et al. (2020) employs Pareto optimization
to create a demand response program that minimizes the customer’s
individual energy expenses and maximizes their load factor. Their
approach does consider DER, but is limited to only three archetypes
of home appliances. Also, the authors’ decision to maximize the load
factor of individual consumers may not achieve good overall results if
many consumers are not flexible. Hence, our approach seeks to improve
the overall load profile without constraining individual load profiles
and addresses all research gaps identified in the previously mentioned
studies.

3. Methodology

The system architecture considered in this study consists of a set
of 𝐾 end-customers who are managed by an energy service provider
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed demand-side management methodology.

hrough the underlying advanced metering infrastructure of the smart
rid. As illustrated in Fig. 1, this infrastructure assumes that each 𝑘-

th customer facility is equipped with a smart meter, DERs, and an
energy management controller (EMC) device capable of scheduling
loads. Additionally, customers are price-taking entities under a real-
time pricing DR program (Latifi et al., 2020). Thus, customers are
prosumers who are free to shape their energy consumption – ideally
in response to ESP price signals – in order to optimize their goals.

The proposed approach is executed in two steps. First, the multi-
objective load schedule optimization problem of individual end-
customer facilities is modeled in Section 3.1. Then, Section 3.2 presents
the formulation of the optimization problem faced by the ESP in
order to determine which optimized schedules from each end-customer
better complement each other to improve the shape of the system-wide
demand profile. The sequence of events, inputs, and outputs of this
process are illustrated in Fig. 2.

In this paper, vectors and matrices are denoted by single letters in
boldface italic font, while elements of these objects are denoted in reg-
ular italic font with additional indices for its dimensions (e.g., 𝑿 and

𝑖,𝑗). The lowercase letters 𝑡, 𝑎, 𝑤 and 𝑘 denote indices of time steps,
electrical components, operating time windows and end-customers,
respectively. The sets of each index type and their respective sizes
are denoted by the same index letter in uppercase calligraphic and
uppercase font (e.g., 𝑡 ∈  and 𝑇 = | |). Additionally, the notation
𝟏 (⋅) is used to denote the indicator function of a given element within
a given set  .

3.1. Customer load schedule optimization

To represent the programming of electrical loads, a planning hori-
zon of 24 h is evenly divided in 𝑇 discrete time steps of length
𝛥𝑡 = 24h∕𝑇 . Here, we define  = {1,⋯, 𝑇 } as the ordered set of all
time step indices, and reserve the use of the term 𝑡 ∈  to represent
an element of this set. Similarly, all programmable electrical compo-
nents in consideration (e.g., home appliances) are indexed within a
set  = {1,⋯, 𝐴}, where 𝐴 and 𝑎 ∈  denote the number of electrical
components and the index of an element from this set, respectively.
Hence, it is possible to represent the operating state of all electrical
components throughout a planning horizon by defining a matrix whose
indices match the Cartesian product of  and  :

𝑴 = (𝑀𝑎,𝑡) =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

𝑀1,1 𝑀1,2 ⋯ 𝑀1,𝑇
𝑀2,1 𝑀2,2 ⋯ 𝑀2,𝑇
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

. (1a)
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⎝

𝑀𝐴,1 𝑀𝐴,2 ⋯ 𝑀𝐴,𝑇 ⎠
Each value of 𝑴 denotes a binary state of operation defined as follows:

𝑀𝑎,𝑡 =

{

1, should 𝑎 operate at 𝑡,
0, otherwise.

(1b)

This configures 𝑴 as a demand schedule matrix representing how
each electrical component intends to consume electricity from the main
energy grid at any given time step of the planning horizon.

Although 𝑴 is able to represent numerous consumption patterns, it
is also important to allow end-customers to restrict the range of possible
schedules in order to avoid undesired patterns. This can be achieved
by properly modeling customer preferences to guide the optimization
process towards satisfactory solutions. Additionally, the management
of distributed energy resources and multiple energy sources is a fun-
damental characteristic of modern energy management systems within
microgrids. These aspects are further detailed and incorporated into the
proposed model in the following subsections.

3.1.1. Distributed energy resources
In the context of microgrids, the main grid is no longer the only en-

ergy source able to supply a given demand. Hence, our model considers
multiple energy sources by using additional demand schedule matrices,
where each matrix represents the demand to be supplied by a unique
energy source.

Given a set of demand schedules , whose elements are matrices of
the form described in Eq. (1a), where each matrix represents a distinct
energy source, we define the sum of all such matrices as 𝑿:

𝑿 = (𝑋𝑎,𝑡) =
||

∑

𝑖=1
𝑖. (2)

Thus, each element denoted by 𝑋𝑎,𝑡 is the sum of all load state values
over the multiple energy sources considered in  for a given electrical
component 𝑎 at a given time step 𝑡. In order to prevent components
from demanding from multiple energy sources at the same time, the
following constraint must be respected:

𝑋𝑎,𝑡 ≤ 1, ∀𝑎, 𝑡 ∈  ×  . (3)

We next introduce the two types of local energy sources considered
in this paper, namely renewable energy sources and energy storage
systems.

Renewable energy sources. We define 𝑹 = (𝑅𝑎,𝑡) as the demand schedule
matrix for the RES system, where 𝑅𝑎,𝑡 = 1 when a component 𝑎
demands energy from RES at time 𝑡, and 0 otherwise. A photovoltaic
system is considered as the alternative energy source. Given a genera-
tion profile with the predicted solar power generation for the day, we
denote the available active power in kW at time step 𝑡 as 𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑡 ≥ 0.
In order to obtain an electrical component’s energy consumption,

we define 𝑃𝑎 as the rated power consumption of component 𝑎. Accord-
ingly, the total amount of RES energy demanded at each time step 𝑡 is
defined as 𝑅𝑡:

𝑅𝑡 =
∑

𝑎∈
𝛥𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑅𝑎,𝑡.

As the demand cannot exceed the available power, the following con-
straint must be respected:

𝑅𝑡 ≤ 𝛥𝑡𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑡 . (4)

Energy storage system. It has bee suggested that ESS together with
demand response in microgrids can stabilize the output of renewable
energy units and, thus, promote renewable energy (Li et al., 2020). In
this work, we define 𝑺 = (𝑆𝑎,𝑡) as the demand schedule matrix of the
ESS, where 𝑆𝑎,𝑡 = 1 when a component 𝑎 demands energy from the
ESS at time 𝑡, and 0 otherwise. Battery charge and discharge cycles
are abstracted with the aid of two policies: (i) electrical components

prioritize RESs, then ESSs, and lastly the main grid; and (ii) the ESS
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𝑓

may only charge when not supplying energy and only if the RESs have
spare capacity. This implies that the batteries in this study are never
recharged by the main grid.

In order to model the ESS power exchanges, let 𝑆𝑡 denote the total
mount of ESS energy demanded by all electrical appliances at time
tep 𝑡:

𝑡 =
∑

𝑎∈
𝛥𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑆𝑎,𝑡.

hen, let 𝛤𝑡 be an auxiliary variable to represent whether the ESS is
ischarging at time step 𝑡:

𝑡 =

{

1, ESS is discharging, (𝑆𝑡 > 0)
0, ESS is either idle or charging, (𝑆𝑡 = 0).

onsequently, we define the ESS power output as a continuous value
enoted by 𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑡 and limited by an upper bound:

≤ 𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠

max, (5)

o that the total amount of demanded energy when discharging must
ot exceed the current ESS energy output:

𝑡 ≤ 𝛤𝑡𝛥𝑡𝑃
𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑡 . (6)

dditionally, when the ESS is charging, the total charge amount is
imited by the available RES energy:

1 − 𝛤𝑡)𝛥𝑡𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑡 ≤ 𝛥𝑡𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑡 − 𝑅𝑡. (7)

Finally, to model how the ESS energy capacity is determined as a
onsequence of the decision variables in 𝑺, the ESS state of charge
t time step 𝑡 is denoted by 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑡 and constrained by lower and upper
ounds:

< 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠
min ≤ 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑡 ≤ 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠
max, (8)

nd the initial state of charge of the day must be maintained at the end
f it:
𝑒𝑠𝑠
0 = 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑇 . (9)

Based on the previous definitions, the state of charge can be calculated
for each time step as follows:

𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑡 = 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑡−1 + 𝛥𝑡𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑡 [(1 − 𝛤𝑡)𝜂𝑐ℎ𝑎 − 𝛤𝑡∕𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠],

where 𝜂𝑐ℎ𝑎 and 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠 represent the charge and discharge efficiency,
respectively.

3.1.2. Customer preferences
In an effort to model flexible customer preferences, we begin by

specifying which time windows customers prefer to have their electrical
components operating, i.e., when loads are allowed to operate. Here,
we assume that customers are allowed to define one or more time
windows for a given electrical component throughout the planning
horizon. In each time window, an operation is described independently.
For example, given a home appliance 𝑎, a customer should be able to
express separately how many times and when it operates as well as for
how long each operation lasts.

To denote such time windows, let 𝑎 be a totally-ordered family of
sets for the 𝑎-th electrical component, where each 𝑤-th element, here
called 𝑎,𝑤, defines a subset of time step indices, i.e., 𝑎,𝑤 ⊂  . In other
words, 𝑎 may only operate when 𝑡 ∈ 𝑎,𝑤, for 𝑤 ∈ {1,⋯, |𝑎|}, the latter
being a time window index. For simplicity, we denote 𝑎 = {1,⋯, |𝑎|}.
The time-index elements of 𝑎,𝑤 belong to a closed interval [𝛼𝑎,𝑤, 𝜔𝑎,𝑤],
𝛼𝑎,𝑤 ≤ 𝜔𝑎,𝑤, where 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 and 𝜔𝑎,𝑤 are, respectively, the start- and end-
time intervals delimiting the 𝑤-th time window. Hence, as long as the
elements of 𝑎 are contiguous and do not overlap, then the operation
of each component 𝑎 can be characterized by the 𝑎,𝑤 sets.

Other customer preferences to characterize operation flexibility can
be modeled with additional parameters associated with each time win-

∑

5

dow. For example, given a load’s scheduled demand 𝑑𝑎,𝑤 = 𝑡∈𝑎,𝑤 𝑋𝑎,𝑡
in terms of active time intervals (𝑋𝑎,𝑡 = 1), we define its minimum
required demand and maximum curtailable demand as 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎,𝑤 and 𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎,𝑤
respectively, such that:

0 ≤ 𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎,𝑤 ≤ 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎,𝑤 ≤ 𝜔𝑎,𝑤 − 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 + 1.

Additionally, flexible operating patterns may be allowed within a
given time window with a couple of extra parameters. We define the
terms 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎,𝑤 , 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤 ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether the operation within the
𝑤-th time window of electrical component 𝑎 can be deferred (𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎,𝑤 = 1)
and/or interrupted (𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤 = 1). Deferrable loads can delay their first
operation and start after their initial time (𝛼𝑎,𝑤), while interruptible
loads can operate intermittently within their time window.

3.1.3. Multi-objective local problem formulation
Customers participating in price-based DR programs are often inter-

ested in reducing their energy bill expenses by shifting loads toward
lower priced off-peak periods. However, minimizing expenses might
come at the cost of changes to one’s consumption patterns, which may
result in uncomfortable load schedules that demotivate customers from
responding to DR signals. This situation exemplifies the main conflict
faced by end-customers which is translated into two objective func-
tions: minimizing schedule cost, and minimizing schedule discomfort,
whose models are introduced in this subsection.

Henceforth, we use the symbol 𝒙 as a shortcut to represent all
decision variables of the present problem formulation. More precisely,
the variables are the three demand schedule matrices introduced in
Section 3.1.1, namely 𝑴 , 𝑹 and 𝑺, resulting in a total of 3 × 𝐴 × 𝑇
binary decisions.

Load schedule cost. Under a day-ahead price-based DR program, cus-
tomers are informed about the energy tariffs for the next day ahead
of time in order to better plan their energy consumption. Hence, the
utility’s price signals vary over time, where at a given time step 𝑡 ∈  ,
the terms 𝜏𝑡 and 𝜏𝑡 denote the energy tariff rate in monetary units per
kWh for purchasing from and selling to the main grid, respectively. In
order to account for the amount of energy sold to the main grid, the
term 𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑡 is defined as follows:
𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑡 = 𝛥𝑡𝑃 𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑡 − 𝑅𝑡 − (1 − 𝛤𝑡)𝛥𝑡𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑡 .

Based on the previous definitions, the net cost in $∕kWh of a given
oad schedule is calculated by the function 𝑓1 below, where negative
osts correspond to profits made by the end-customer.

1(𝒙) =
∑

𝑡∈

∑

𝑎∈

(

𝛥𝑡𝑃𝑎𝜏𝑡𝑀𝑎,𝑡
)

−
∑

𝑡∈

(

𝜏𝑡𝑃
𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑡

)

(10)

Load schedule discomfort. The process of optimizing a load schedule,
from the perspective of Eq. (10), consists of strategically exploiting
load flexibility by shifting active states towards off-peak periods or
curtailing loads during peak periods. However, these operations can
at times be inconvenient to individual customers, who may avoid
following uncomfortable schedules altogether. Therefore, the concept
of load schedule discomfort allows to assess the negative impact of load
schedule changes and guide the optimization process towards more
comfortable solutions.

Schedule changes are calculated with respect to a baseline demand
schedule matrix 𝑩 = (𝐵𝑎,𝑡), generated from either historical consump-
tion data, direct customer input, or from the customer preferences
themselves (Silva et al., 2020). The idea of a baseline or preferred
schedule has been addressed elsewhere (Veras et al., 2018), and the
specific details of its conception are outside of the scope of this study.

To express how desirable some changes are with respect to a partic-
ular electrical component’s operation, each time window is entitled to
an inflexibility factor 𝛾𝑎,𝑤 ≥ 0. An inflexibility value of 𝛾𝑎,𝑤 = 0 indicates
a fully flexible load whose changes in schedule do not cause any dis-
comfort. Alternatively, 𝛾𝑎,𝑤 = 1 indicates that the resulting discomfort is

proportional to its consumption cost, and 𝛾𝑎,𝑤 > 1 scales the discomfort
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a

𝑓

d
s
𝑡
f

accordingly. Given these parameters, the cost of discomfort or disutility
ssociated with a given demand schedule is calculated as follows:

2(𝒙) =
∑

𝑎∈

∑

𝑤∈𝑎

∑

𝑡∈𝑎,𝑤

(

𝛥𝑡𝑃𝑎𝜏𝑡𝛾𝑎,𝑤(𝑋𝑎,𝑡 − 𝐵𝑎,𝑡)2
)

, (11)

where 𝑋𝑎,𝑡 = 𝑀𝑎,𝑡 + 𝑅𝑎,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑎,𝑡 is the sum of the schedule states from all
energy sources at the customer’s disposal, as defined by Eq. (2).

Local problem formulation. Based on the previous definitions, we for-
mulate the following multi-objective optimization problem:

min
𝒙

𝑓𝑖 𝑖 = 1, 2 (12a)

s.t.
∑

𝑡∈ ′
𝑎,𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑡

𝑋𝑎,𝑡 ≤ 0 ∀𝑎 ∈  (12b)

𝑑𝑎,𝑤 − 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎,𝑤 + 𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎,𝑤 ≥ 0 ∀𝑎,𝑤 ∈  ×𝑎 (12c)

𝛼+𝑎,𝑤 − 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 ≤ 0 ∀𝑎,𝑤 ∈  × ′
𝑎,𝑑𝑒𝑓 (12d)

𝜔+
𝑎,𝑤
∏

𝑡=𝛼+𝑎,𝑤

𝑋𝑎,𝑡 ≥ 1 ∀𝑎,𝑤 ∈  × ′
𝑎,𝑖𝑛𝑡 (12e)

and (3)–(9),

where 𝑎,𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑡 ⊂  denotes the set of all time steps from each time
window of 𝑎:

𝑎,𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑡 = {𝑡 ∣ ∃𝑎,𝑤 ∈ 𝑎, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑎,𝑤},

and  ′
𝑎,𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑡 ⊂  represents its complement. The constraint in (12b)

prevents active states outside of the time windows of an electrical com-
ponent. The constraint in (12c) guarantees that all loads, curtailable or
not, are supplied a minimum demand. Finally, the constraints (12d)
and (12e) enforce the operating pattern restrictions for the respective
nondeferrable loads and uninterruptible loads; therefore:

 ′
𝑎,𝑑𝑒𝑓 = {𝑤 ∈ 𝑎 ∣ 𝑝

𝑑𝑒𝑓
𝑎,𝑤 = 0, 𝑑𝑎,𝑤 > 0}

is the set of all time window indices that do not allow deferring.
Moreover:

 ′
𝑎,𝑖𝑛𝑡 = {𝑤 ∈ 𝑎 ∣ 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤 = 0, 𝑑𝑎,𝑤 > 0}

is the set of all time window indices that do not allow for interruptions.
The terms 𝛼+𝑎,𝑤 and 𝜔+

𝑎,𝑤 are, respectively, the time step indices of the
first and last times in which an electrical component is active (𝑋𝑎,𝑡 = 1)
within a given time window. Thus, we define the subset  (1)

𝑎,𝑤 ⊂ 𝑎,𝑤
containing all time steps within 𝑎,𝑤 in which 𝑎 is actively operating:

 (1)
𝑎,𝑤 = {𝑡 ∈ 𝑎,𝑤 ∣ 𝑋𝑎,𝑡 = 1},

and, consequently, we obtain 𝛼+𝑎,𝑤 = min
[

 (1)
𝑎,𝑤

]

, and 𝜔+
𝑎,𝑤 = max

[

 (1)
𝑎,𝑤

]

.

3.2. Aggregate demand profile optimization

With the load scheduling process formulated as a multi-objective
optimization problem, an additional effort is required to decide which
consumption schedule among the possible solutions of the Pareto front
should be used by a given customer. This choice directly impacts
the aggregate demand profile to be supplied by the ESP since each
solution entails a distinct customer load profile. If this decision is made
arbitrarily, the aggregate load profile has the potential to present new
demand peaks. Therefore, this subsection describes an approach to
determine the best load schedules for customers from the energy service
provider’s operational perspective.

An important aspect to consider in this step is how much infor-
mation exchange needs to happen between end-customers and the
ESP, and what information is being exchanged. Due to the sensitive
information provided by demand schedule matrices, privacy concerns
are often raised for it is desirable that end-customers share minimum
6

private data with the ESP. Thus, the approach proposed in this study
does not require the ESP to receive any information concerning demand
schedules, but only the main grid demand profile vector associated with
a given solution.

Hereafter, the superscript 𝑘 is used to indicate that a term belongs
to a particular end-customer 𝑘 indexed within the set  = {1,⋯, 𝐾}.
Granted that each customer has the freedom to share an arbitrary
subset of demand profiles with the ESP after solving the first stage
optimization problem, we define 𝐷𝑘 to be the total number of demand
profiles informed by customer 𝑘. Accordingly, all profiles from cus-
tomer 𝑘 are indexed within the set 𝑘 = {1,⋯, 𝐷𝑘}. The 𝑖th (𝑖 ∈ 𝑘)
emand profile of the 𝑘-th end-customer is denoted as a vector 𝒍𝑘𝑖 with
ize 𝑇 , each value corresponding to their demand in kWh at time step
. End-customers can calculate 𝒍𝑘𝑖 with the expression ∑

𝑎∈ 𝛥𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑀𝑎,𝑡,
or all 𝑡 ∈  . Once the ESP has received all demand profiles 𝒍𝑘𝑖 from

its customers, the aggregation of any combination of demand profiles,
one from each customer, is a possible system-wide demand profile to
be supplied. As such, we define the demand aggregation process as a
function of 𝐾 indices as follows:

𝐿(𝒊) =
𝐾
∑

𝑘=1
𝒍𝑘𝑗 ,

where 𝒊 represents a vector with 𝐾 demand profile indices, and 𝑗 = 𝑖𝑘
denotes the demand profile index within 𝒊 at position 𝑘. This function
requires the input indices to be within the available demand profile
indices from each customer, i.e.:

𝑗 ∈ 𝑘, ∀𝑘 ∈ . (13)

Next, the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) metric is used to assess the
shape of an arbitrary demand profile. Minimizing the PAR has been
shown an effective measure to avoid peak rebounds and benefit the
energy service provider (Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010; Khan et al.,
2019). Smaller PAR values indicate a smoother load curve, while larger
values signal a load curve with peaks further away from the average.
The PAR, as a function of any demand profile vector, is defined as
follows:

𝑃𝐴𝑅(𝒍) =
𝑇 ⋅max𝑡∈ 𝑙𝑡

∑

𝑡∈ 𝑙𝑡
.

Based on the previous definitions, we formulate a single-objective
optimization problem for an ESP to determine the optimal indices, each
denoting an end-customer demand profile, that jointly minimize the
peak-to-average ratio:

min
𝒊

𝑓 (𝒊) 𝑓 = 𝑃𝐴𝑅(𝐿(𝒊)) (14)

s.t. constraint (13).

4. Results and discussion

This section introduces a series of case studies to evaluate the
effectiveness of the model we proposed in the previous section. First,
the nonlinear integer programming problem presented in Section 3.1 is
solved and the resulting optimized load schedules are analyzed. Then,
the system demand aggregation problem described in Section 3.2 is
solved by four different search approaches – genetic algorithms (Whit-
ley, 1994), ant colony systems (Dorigo and Gambardella, 1997), par-
ticle swarm optimization (Shi and Eberhart, 1998), and the greedy
randomized adaptive search procedure (Feo and Resende, 1995) – and
their results are compared against each other. All implementations1

were developed in Python version 3.8.5, JupyterLab (Kluyver et al.,
2016), and Pymoo (Blank and Deb, 2020), using a laptop computer
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-8300H CPU, 2.30 GHz, 16 GB.

1 Source code available at: github.com/vccortez/dsm.

https://github.com/vccortez/dsm
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4.1. Load schedule optimization

To solve the load scheduling problem at hand, we used a custom
implementation by Rostami et al. (2020) of the multi-objective op-
timization technique called non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II) (Deb et al., 2002). The main goal of the results hereby
presented is to assess the validity of the underlying model. It is worth
mentioning that any Pareto optimization technique for solving multi-
objective integer nonlinear programming problems could be used at
this stage.

The decision matrices were combined and every combination of
time window and time slot were encoded as integer indices. The algo-
rithm maintained a population of 100 individuals during its execution,
for a total of 100,000 evaluations, or 1000 iterations, in order to give
each individual solution sufficient time to exchange genetic material
and be part of the final Pareto set. The choice of parameters and genetic
operators were defined empirically, after repeated manual trials, to
assess which combination of parameters would consistently improve
the population of solutions. Initial populations were generated from
uniform distributions, the integer bitflip mutation operator was given
a fixed probability of 0.28%, and an uniform crossover operator was
used.

4.1.1. Case study parameters
The energy consumption profile of a residence having 33 domestic

appliances was simulated for a single day and translated into a set of
parameters. The sampling time granularity was set to 𝛥𝑡 = 1h, resulting
in 𝑇 = 24 time intervals. The ESP electricity tariff used for all simu-
lations was based on the values suggested by Mohsenian-Rad et al.
(2010), while the sale tariff was set to one quarter of it. Within this time
horizon, a total of 72 time windows were configured to characterize
flexible and inflexible loads. While inflexible loads must be scheduled
as specified, flexible loads allow for some flexibility, such as delaying
their starting time (𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎,𝑤 = 1), interrupting and resuming their operation
(𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤 = 1), or consuming less than their base demand (𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎,𝑤 > 0). The
relevant parameters for all loads are listed in Tables A.5 and A.6 in the
appendix.

Five variations of customer profiles were modeled to assess the
impact of DERs on the optimization results: (i) customers without
access to RES and ESS; (ii) customers with a low-scale generation
system (8 kW) and no storage system; (iii) customers with low-scale
generation and ESS; (iv) customers with a high-scale generation system
(16 kW) and no storage system; and (v) customers with high-scale
generation and ESS. The generation profiles were obtained from roof-
mounted solar panels simulated by the PVWatts tool (Dobos, 2014),
considering the climatic profile of the main campus of the Federal
University of Piauí in Teresina, Brazil. The power outputs for the low-
and high-scale systems at each time index are shown in Table A.7 in
the appendix. The parameters of the storage system were: 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠

min = 0,
𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠
max = 13.500, 𝑃 𝑒𝑠𝑠

max = 6.750, 𝐸𝑒𝑠𝑠
0 = 5.000, and 𝜂𝑐ℎ𝑎 = 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠 = 0.9.

A comparison between the base demand obtained from the load
preferences against the low- and high-scale generation profiles is pre-
sented in Fig. 3. It is possible to observe that the base demand peak
happens at around 8 p.m. (19.7 kW), coinciding with the peak price
(1.1 $∕kWh). This means that peak demand is concentrated around
this time frame if a community of customers were to schedule loads
according to these preferences. Additionally, photovoltaic systems are
only productive during the middle of the day, and they cannot supply
demands from 6 p.m. to 5 a.m. without the help of an energy storage
system. Overall, Fig. 3 shows the important interplay among DERs,
ESSs, and energy demands. For example, the times when generation
capacity is high due to peak solar radiation might not necessarily
coincide with the times when energy demand is high. As we discuss
later, this phenomenon can cause problems when the utility is trying
to achieve grid stability by minimizing the PAR metric.
7

Fig. 3. Baseline, generation, and price profiles.

4.1.2. Load schedule results
Based on the consumption preferences and the parameters we pre-

sented in the previous subsection, the local optimization problem was
solved – i.e., the first step in our model – and the results are summarized
in Table 1. The table only shows two solutions for each customer
profile, namely the solution with the lowest cost (Economical) and
the solution with the lowest discomfort (Comfortable). To mitigate the
effects of outliers, each profile was computed 15 times, a number we
empirically found to be a good trade-off between the cost (timewise) to
run the experiments and the need to find an average solution. The final
profile is then represented by the run whose average objective-function
values are nearest to the average of all runs, according to the Euclidean
distance metric. Improvements regarding objective-function values are
calculated with respect to the baseline profile (i.e., no access to DERs)
in order to assess the impact of DERs on the outcomes.

Relative to the baseline profile in the first row of Table 1, the
other profiles showed consistent results. In all cases, solutions with
access to at least one type of DER achieved better results in both cost
and discomfort. The Economical solutions achieved the lowest costs,
while the Comfortable solutions ensured the highest degree of simi-
larity between the optimal load schedule and customers’ preferences.
It can be seen that the solutions with access to ESS performed better
than their counterpart without it and that the profiles with high-scale
generation obtained the most cost-effective results. In other words, the
results in Table 1 show that during the first step of our solution, it
is advantageous for customers to have access to both energy storage
and generation devices as they can help to decrease costs and improve
comfort.

To examine the pace of the optimization process, Fig. 4 illus-
trates how the best consumption cost decreased over the course of
the optimization process. In this plot, the 𝑥-axis represents all fitness-
function evaluations for the 100 individuals over 1000 generations. For
this problem instance, most of the cost improvement was achieved in
the first 500 iterations. Profiles without access to ESS needed more
iterations to find their first feasible solution, but they were nonetheless
still able to find effective final results. However, it is clear that the RES
scale has a direct influence on the final cost attained by each profile.

To understand how each energy source contributed to supply the
demand of the optimized schedules, Fig. 5 illustrates the total demand
at each time index and the proportion supplied by each source. Subfig-
ure (a) shows the most economical result for the low-scale generation
profile, while Subfigure (b) shows the most economical result for the
high-scale generation profile, both with access to the storage system.
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Table 1
Objective-function values for the best solutions per profile. The percentages in parentheses represent changes
with respect to the baseline solution in the first row.

Generation scale Storage Solution Cost ($∕kWh) Discomfort ($∕kWh)

None No Economical 81.95 49.78
Comfortable 118.8 07.37

Low No Economical 65.53 (−20.0%) 49.18 (−01.2%)
Comfortable 101.6 (−14.4%) 02.42 (−67.1%)

Low Yes Economical 62.36 (−23.9%) 46.40 (−06.7%)
Comfortable 98.80 (−16.8%) 02.62 (−64.3%)

High No Economical 50.38 (−38.5%) 41.07 (−17.4%)
Comfortable 80.77 (−32.0%) 03.97 (−46.1%)

High Yes Economical 45.85 (−44.0%) 40.67 (−18.3%)
Comfortable 79.58 (−33.0%) 01.00 (−86.4%)
Fig. 4. Cost improvement throughout the optimization process.
Fig. 5. Demand distribution for profiles with low- and high-scale generation. The light gray and dashed line represents the energy prices as in Fig. 3.
The impact of the generation system scale is evident given that in
Subfigure (b) the RES supplies almost the entirety of the mid-day
demand, and the system is able to utilize the ESS more frequently at the
beginning and end of the day. Accordingly, the higher the availability
of photovoltaic generation, the larger the demand valley from the main
grid during the middle of the day.

In contrast, Fig. 6 highlights the difference between the demand
profiles of the most economical and the most comfortable solutions for
the customer profiles without access to DER. Note that the shape of
the most comfortable profile matches the baseline demand shown in
Fig. 3. Most of the differences between both profiles are concentrated
around the peak-price hours towards the end of the day. This example
showcases how a demand response scheme achieves cost reductions by
exploiting the flexibility of household appliances. Moreover, Figs. 5 and
6 highlight yet again how decentralized energy generation and storage
systems can significantly reshape energy demand from the main grid.
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Table 2
Problem instance dimensions for each customer group.

Case A Case B Case C Case D

Customers (𝐾) 10 10 25 100
Profiles (𝐷𝑘) 8 50 50 100

For example, one can clearly see demand valleys when customers’ solar

panels are at their peak in terms of generating energy, but peaks tend to

appear in the evening when DER and ESS can no longer supply energy.

As we discuss next, the existence of such valleys and peaks can bring

substantial challenges to a utility company trying to smooth energy

demand from the main grid.
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Table 3
PAR results for each test case per optimization technique. The percentages in parentheses represent the
change in PAR for the best result in relation to the economical strategy’s PAR.

Technique Case A Case B Case C Case D

ACS 2.271 (−2.4%) 2.188 (−5.9%) 2.138 2.185
GA 2.271 2.196 2.134 (−11%) 2.078 (−10%)
GRASP 2.271 2.203 2.177 2.194
Greedy 2.275 2.410 2.265 2.205
PSO 2.275 2.280 2.210 2.393

Economical 2.327 2.327 2.398 2.314
Comfortable 2.402 3.208 2.990 3.177
Fig. 6. Different solutions for the customer profiles without DER. The light gray and
dashed line represents the energy prices as in Fig. 3.

4.2. System demand aggregation

In order to assess the second step of the proposed approach, a
community of households needs to be modeled in which customers are
represented by one or more demand profiles corresponding to their
optimized load schedules derived in the first step. The goal of this
experiment is threefold. First, we want to measure how doable it is
to generate solutions for our optimization models using different opti-
mization techniques. Second, we want to verify whether our proposed
model results in an aggregate demand profile that achieves a lower PAR
than a simpler model having a single-objective function. In other words,
we want to measure how effective the solutions generated by our model
are. Third, we want to analyze how decentralized energy generation
and storage affect the shape of the aggregate demand profile.

To accomplish our goals, four test cases varying in the number
of households and the amount of demand profiles per household are
proposed. The dimensions of the test cases are summarized in Table 2.
The types of customer profiles introduced in Section 4.1 are evenly
assigned to each test case. Section 4.2.1 compares the results of the
different optimization techniques, while Section 4.2.2 discusses the
effect of energy generation and storage on the PAR of the aggregate
profile.

4.2.1. Impact of optimization techniques
The first customer group was evaluated to assess the performance

of a set of techniques for solving optimization problems in relation
to the optimal solution. A brute force search was performed to eval-
uate all 810 possible solutions of this instance so as to find the opti-
mal solution, which was then compared against standard implementa-
tions of a genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO),
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ant colony systems (ACS), and greedy randomized adaptive search
procedure (GRASP).

The majority of the compared algorithms were able to find a near-
optimal solution whose PAR value was approximately 2.271. All PAR
results per algorithm are summarized in Table 3 along with the results
of the single-objective strategies Economical and Comfortable. These
strategies represent simpler models that select the best solution per
household for their respective single-objective function. The percent-
age change in PAR for the best result in relation to the Economical
strategy’s PAR is highlighted for each test case in the table. GA and
ACS were the most successful algorithms achieving the best results in
all cases. Nonetheless, even simple techniques like GRASP were able
to find advantageous solutions when compared to the single-objective
strategies.

There are two main takeaways from the above results. First, Table 3
shows that virtually any modern optimization technique can be used
to find optimal solutions during the second step of our proposed
solution. In other words, our model is feasible to be used in practice.
Second, simpler models that consider only one objective during the first
step (either cost reduction or comfort) tend to result in less desirable
solutions during the second step, i.e., solutions with higher PAR values.

The demand profiles resulting from the best optimization technique
in test cases A and B are compared against their respective single-
objective strategies in Fig. 7. The small difference between the PARs
resulting from the solutions for test case A is reflected in the minor dif-
ferences between the demand profiles. Moving to the demand profiles
of test case B, it is possible to observe that the Comfortable strategy
presents a high-demand peak at around 8 p.m., which is expected since
all customers have the same preferences (see Fig. 3) and some energy-
intensive appliances, such as stoves and washers, might be turned on
during that time (see Table A.6).

Similarly, Fig. 8 compares the best demand profile of test cases C
and D against their respective single-objective solutions. The Economi-
cal solutions achieved good results while guaranteeing the lowest costs
for the end-customer in exchange for higher discomfort. However, these
solutions cannot guarantee the best possible PAR to benefit the ESP as
their optimized schedules tend to shift loads toward off-peak periods.

Figs. 7 and 8 show that the solutions having optimal PAR represent
a compromise between the Economical and Comfortable strategies. In
particular, the profiles with optimal PAR have customers exchanging a
bit of comfort for some financial benefits.

4.2.2. Impact of customer profiles
To verify the effect of consumer profiles on the results of the second

step, 5 homogeneous communities were simulated corresponding to
each consumer type presented in Section 4.1. Each community was
composed of 15 households that share among themselves the same
preferences and DER parameters of the customer profile they repre-
sent. Table 4 shows the final PAR results obtained using the genetic
algorithm as the optimization technique.

The best PAR was achieved by the group of customers without
access to DER while, in contrast, the group composed only of customers
with access to ESS and high-scale generation had the worst PAR. As we
suggested before, these results can be explained by the fact that the de-
mands from customers in the latter group exhibited a valley by midday
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Fig. 7. Load profile comparison for the best solutions from cases A and B.
Fig. 8. Load profile comparison of best solutions for cases C and D.
Table 4
Best PAR results for each profile. The percentages in parentheses
represent changes with respect to the baseline solution in the first
row.

Generation scale Storage Best PAR

None No 1.5384
Low No 2.0705 (+34.6%)
Low Yes 1.9581 (+27.3%)
High No 2.6584 (+72.8%)
High Yes 2.5976 (+68.9%)

due to the higher generation capacity. Moreover, the aggregation of
solutions having similar profiles elevates demand peaks at times of low
photovoltaic generation. We posit that the more diverse the customer
demand profiles are, the greater the chances of producing a balanced
aggregate profile that leads to lower peak-to-average ratios. Regardless
of the above results, the use of RES and ESS is still beneficial from
the environmental and economic standpoints. Furthermore, as Table 1
shows, decentralized energy generation and storage leads customers to
have greater cost reduction and higher comfort.
10
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a demand-side management approach
that aligns customers’ interests, such as low costs and high comfort,
with the interests of a utility company, specifically by smoothing energy
demands for the main grid. In relation to previous work, the novelty
of our approach lies in its two-step nature. First, a multi-objective
optimization program generates individual profiles that simultaneously
minimize customers’ expenses and load schedule discomfort. There-
after, the energy service provider minimizes the PAR metric of the
system-wide aggregate demand profile. Moreover, unlike several other
DSM approaches (see Section 2), our load scheduling optimization
model considers flexible customer preferences within multiple time
windows to schedule the operation of home appliances, and multiple
energy sources such as solar power generation and energy storage
systems. Although our model assumes that users must input their usage
preferences for all home appliances, this input can be automated.
For example, we envision the development of applications that can
learn and, eventually, manage user preferences similarly to how some
modern thermostats currently work. In terms of feasibility, we believe
Table A.5
Parameters of inflexible loads.

(a) Loads 1–8. (b) Loads 9–27.

Name 𝑃𝑎 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑎,𝑤 Name 𝑃𝑎 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑎,𝑤

Kettle 1.50 09h 1 Lighting x4 0.01 00h 1
– – 16h 1 Lighting x5 0.01 18h 6
– – 20h 1 Lighting x5 0.02 18h 6
Stove 1.20 09h 2 Modem 0.01 00h 24
– – 18h 2 Refrigerator 1.00 00h 24
Blender 0.50 09h 1 Router 0.01 00h 24
– – 16h 1 Smart TV 0.15 15h 4
– – 20h 1 Sound sys. 0.35 15h 4
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Table A.6
Parameters of flexible loads.
(a) Loads 28–50.

Name 𝑃𝑎 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 𝜔𝑎,𝑤 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑎,𝑤 𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟

𝑎,𝑤 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎,𝑤 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤

AC 3.25 09h 13h59 4 2 1 1
– – 14h 18h59 4 2 1 1
– – 19h 23h59 4 2 1 1
AC 3.25 09h 13h59 4 2 1 1
– – 14h 18h59 4 2 1 1
– – 19h 23h59 4 2 1 1
Fan .150 00h 02h59 2 0 0 1
– – 03h 05h59 2 0 0 1
– – 06h 08h59 2 0 0 1
– – 12h 14h59 3 2 1 0
– – 17h 19h59 3 2 1 0
– – 21h 23h59 3 2 1 0
Fan .150 00h 00h59 1 1 0 0
– – 08h 10h59 3 2 1 1
– – 12h 14h59 3 2 1 1
– – 17h 19h59 3 2 1 1
– – 23h 23h59 1 1 0 0
Dryer 3.00 06h 13h59 3 0 1 1
Washer 1.50 12h 18h59 2 0 1 1
– – 20h 23h59 2 0 1 1
Shaver .015 09h 14h59 1 0 1 0
Stove 1.20 11h 13h59 2 2 1 0
– – 20h 22h59 2 2 1 0

(b) Loads 51–72.

Name 𝑃𝑎 𝛼𝑎,𝑤 𝜔𝑎,𝑤 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑎,𝑤 𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟

𝑎,𝑤 𝑝𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑎,𝑤 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎,𝑤

Iron 1.20 08h 14h59 1 0 1 0
Laptop .100 09h 13h59 4 2 1 1
– – 14h 18h59 4 2 1 1
– – 19h 23h59 4 2 1 1
Microwave 1.00 15h 16h59 1 1 1 0
– – 18h 19h59 1 1 1 0
– – 20h 21h59 1 1 1 0
Phone .010 00h 11h59 3 1 1 0
– – 12h 23h59 3 1 1 0
Smart TV .150 15h 18h59 4 2 1 0
– – 20h 23h59 4 2 1 0
Smart TV .150 08h 11h59 4 2 1 0
– – 12h 14h59 3 3 1 1
– – 20h 23h59 4 2 1 0
Sound sys. .350 08h 11h59 4 2 1 0
– – 12h 14h59 3 3 1 1
– – 20h 23h59 4 2 1 0
Video game .150 15h 18h59 4 2 1 0
– – 20h 23h59 4 2 1 0
Washer .800 00h 05h59 3 0 1 1
Heater 5.50 04h 09h59 3 0 0 1
– – 18h 23h59 3 0 0 1
our approach is ready to be deployed in practice since all the required
information and communication technologies, such as solar panels,
smart meters, and plugs, are already available to the public. Naturally,
local factors, such as economic development, may influence how soon a
deployment can occur and how cost-effective it will be. Still, we believe
our solution might help the energy industry become more sustainable
and reliable.

Our empirical findings suggest that distributed energy generation
and storage have a significant positive impact on customers’ expenses
and comfort. Moreover, the utility is likely to find a more balanced
system-wide aggregate demand profile when customers have a more
diverse set of demand profiles. Clearly, comparing the experimental
results from our model against those from other models might not
be feasible because other models may have different objective. For
example, instead of minimizing customers’ costs and discomfort, other
models may attempt to minimize pollution or maximize the utility’s
profit. Hence, the resulting aggregate demand profiles naturally differ
from each other as they are accomplishing different goals. Neverthe-
less, we were able to compare our multi-objective optimization model
against other simpler formulations of our model that consider single-
11

objectives (cost minimization and comfort maximization) individually.
What our results show is that our multi-objective optimization formu-
lation tends to result in aggregate demand profiles that have lower PAR
than the single-objective optimization problems.

We also find that our model is feasible in that the energy service
provider is able to find near-optimal solutions even when using simple
optimization techniques (e.g., GRASP). Additionally, customers with
access to high-scale renewable generation systems can limit the ESP
in terms of finding balanced aggregate demand profiles. This situation
arises because these customers can reduce energy expenses by reallo-
cating their demands to other energy sources instead of shifting loads to
off-peak periods. Hence, demand valleys followed by new peaks make
it more challenging to smooth energy demand from the main grid.

Future research can address some limitations of the present study,
for example, by modeling the uncertainty of renewable energy sources
or verifying the effect of non-renewable and dispatchable generation
sources (e.g., internal combustion engines). In addition, it is possible
to extend both optimization models to consider traditional power flow
constraints and more objective functions, such as reducing environmen-
tal pollution from fossil fuel-based energy sources or maximizing the

efficiency of distribution grid assets.
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Table A.7
Low and high photovoltaic generation
profiles (kW).
𝑡 Low High

0 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 0 0
6 0.818 1.637
7 2.378 4.757
8 3.662 7.324
9 4.579 9.159
10 5.120 10.240
11 5.368 10.736
12 5.329 10.659
13 5.071 10.143
14 4.481 8.963
15 3.569 7.139
16 2.330 4.660
17 0.831 1.663
18 0 0
19 0 0
20 0 0
21 0 0
22 0 0
23 0 0
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ppendix. Experiment parameters

The relevant parameters for the 27 operating time windows of
nflexible loads are shown in Table A.5, while Table A.6 lists the
arameters for the other 45 flexible operating time windows. Finally,
able A.7 details the generation profiles from the solar panels. Given
hat the code used in our experiments is open source (see Footnote
), one can replicate the results in Section 4 by running the provided
ode together with the parameter values below. Naturally, one can
lways use different appliances, time windows, and (in)flexible loads to
roduce different results for different scenarios. For example, one can
nvestigate the financial, comfort, or grid stability impact when having
ifferent types of loads (e.g., flexible vs. inflexible) for high-energy
onsumption products such as electric vehicles and HVAC systems.
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